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Need Accountability Partner
Posted by 01 - 16 Aug 2022 05:11
_____________________________________

Fell after 70+ days

Plan to install accountability software (again)

Need someone willing to actively follow up with questionable content - otherwise the entire
setup is 100% pointless

Know that, for the better or for the worse, I am extremely knowledgeable in computers, and you
might get seemingly innocent-looking reports, but be aware, read between the lines, and feel
free to text me.

If you’re interested, please DM me, and I’ll provide some way of getting in touch. (Probably a
weird looking email address, worry not, it don’t bite)

And just to give an example of what I mean when I say “extremely knowledgeable” (which I will
agree sounds like I’m just trying to show off): someone once asked me to help them with their
phone and I remotely removed a paid filter from their phone - in about 30 seconds.

Thank you!

========================================================================
====

Re: Need Accountability Partner
Posted by 01 - 23 Aug 2022 08:32
_____________________________________

What would you recommend between Truple and Accountable2You (or something else), and
why?

Thanks!
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NOTE: I have Mac and iPhone (and an Android too, but that’s easy), and Apple is known to
make it trickier for all these kinds of apps to work, all in the name of privacy, of course…

well, well…

https://support.truple.io/articles/ios/ios-limitations

========================================================================
====

Re: Need Accountability Partner
Posted by Hopeful2022 - 23 Aug 2022 10:52
_____________________________________

Could I ask if you really NEED the iPhone and Android phones? Having unlimited porn in your
pocket all day is quite a challenge, and if you are tech-savvy, there isn't a filter that you can't get
around. The best filter is not having the phone in the first place. I only comment because I have
an iPhone for work that is unfiltered and managed by my company.

One of my main goals is to get rid of the iPhone and personal computers. I have a work
computer that is heavily monitored, and that could be used for valid reasons. If I ever looked at
porn on it, the company would know in a minute. The iPhone is not monitored and is the source
of many of my problems.

Best of luck

========================================================================
====

Re: Need Accountability Partner
Posted by 01 - 23 Aug 2022 17:32
_____________________________________

I make apps for a living… I think I could get rid of the android, but Mac and iPhone aren’t going
anywhere…unfortunately 

========================================================================
====
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Re: Need Accountability Partner
Posted by 01 - 23 Aug 2022 17:33
_____________________________________

“The company would know”, and..? Would they care? 

========================================================================
====
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